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Search Theory has been extensively and successfully applied to
explain the persistence of price dispersion. This paper presents an
explicitly dynamic search model which is able to account for cyclical
patterns of prices and demand over time. Theae cylical features of
the model are the consequence of the dynamic strategic Lnteraction
between buyers and firms and do not require the presence of extraneous
factors such as shocks or heterogeneity of agents in order to obtain.
The model builds on earlier work by Burdett and Judd ( 1983) and may be
interpreted as a dynamic extension of their model.Price Cycles and Booms: Dynamlc Search Equilíbrium
1. Introduction
Stigler's celebrated seminal artlcle (1961) focuaed economista'
attention on the fact that íf ít is costly to secure a price quotatlon,
buyers might consciously purchase at a price exceeding the lovest
obtainable price in the market; with imperfect information, Javons'
'law of one prlce' need not apply. This theoretical insight is in
accord with empirical evidence substantiating the existence of
significant price dispersion.
In Stigler's formulation, the buyer decides on the number of prices
to be sampled prior to observing any price quotatlon. Subaequent
authors (e.g. De Groc: (1970), McCall (1970), Kohn and Shavell (1974))
pointed out that a sequential strategy, i. e., a search procedure in
which the decísion as to whether an additional price is to be sampled
depends upon the realization of precading semplas, is generally auperior
to fixed sample size rulea.
While the search literature showed that price dispersíon is a
viable prospect as far as the demand side of the market is concerned,
its sustainability as an equilibrium phenomenon consistent wlth optimal
behavior on both sides of the market was leas clear cut ae Rothschild
(1973) argued forcefully. Moreover Diamond (1971) ahoved vhen all
consumers have positive search costs, however small, all fir~s charge
the monopoly price in equillbrium. A large number of equilibrium search-Z-
models arose in response to this challenge. These include Axell (1977),
Braverman (1980), Burdett and Judd (1983), MacMinn (1960), Carlaon and
McAffee (1983), Reinganwo (1979), Rob (1985), Salop and Stiglitz
(1977), Stíglitz (1987), Varían (1980) and Nllde and Schwartz (1979).
The preceding Líterature showa that search theory can successfully
account for price díspersion as an equilibrium phenomenon. The
objective of this paper is to demonstrate that in the context of an
explicitly dynamic model, search theory is also capable of accounting
for the existence of price cycles and periodic booma ín demand, even in
determinístic and stationary environments. Clearly the timing of booms
and price cycles are interrelated. The incidence of boom periods as
predicted by the model is useful in explaining why certain markets are
periodically inactive.
The dynamics of buyers' search behavior in our model follows recent
developments in the theory of optimal search. lihile the earllar esarch
literature imposed a dichotomy between fixed eample size and sequential
search procedures, several authors have more recently pointed out that
in a dynamic framework the optímal procedure is generally a hybrid of
the two (Benhabib and Bull (1983), Burdett and Judd (1983), Gal
I.nndsberger and Levykson (1981), Manning and ![organ (1982, 1985)).1
Specifically, at the beginning of each period the buyer may demand any
lAmong these referencea, only Burdett and Judd deacribe a market
equilibrium.number of pzíce quotations at constant cost which are simultaneously
received at the end of the peziod. At each period, the searcher flrst
decides on the number of príce quotations to purchase if search
continues and then decides between stopping and purchasing at once or
continuing search. If utility from future purchases is discountad at a
positive rate, the exogenous lag between the time a price quotation is
demanded and the time it is received might Lnduce demand for additional
price quotations at the present period. Thus, the search procedure is
sequential but allows the number oF prícea íncluded ín a aampla to ba
determined endogenously.
At no period are firms bound by previously quoted prices. This
absence of commitment on the part of firms is found to affect the
equilibrium price path ín remarkable ways. In particular, if consumers
are suffícíently patient, equilibria distínguished by the existence of a
stationary (non-degenate) price distríbutíon fail to axist. Moreover,
tha model is capable of producing equilibria Ln which tha average price
behaves cyclically. In each period at which a consumer ia in the
market, she has the option of not soliciting any pricea. Thus, in
principle, there could exist periods at which conaumera choose to defer
their search auch that the accumulated unsatiafied demand generatea
future booms. We show that such effects can indeed characterize
equilibria. While the exiatence of price and demand cyclea is
demonstrated analytically, simulation studies preaented Ln aection 4
indicate that these effects may be quite dramatic.-4-
The model we present can be viewed as a dynamic extension of
Burdett and Judd's (B-J) (1983) non-sequential model and our analysis
draws heavily on their results.
2. Notation and Framevork
There í~ a conti.nuum of firms and buyera. Each firm can coatlasaly
supply an unlimited quantity of a homogeneous product. Firms compete in
prices. In each period a new cohort of identical buyers of finlte
measure ~ 1 0 per firm enters the market. Each conaumer has inelastic
~
demand for exactly one unit for which she is vílling to pay p~ 0 at
the most. Once a buyer has purchased a unit, she leaves the market
forever. Each buyer discounts utility from future purchases at a
positive rate 6~ 1, such that she ls indífferent between purchasing at
a cost of 6p at the present perlod and purchasing at p at the next
period. Buyers are risk-neutral, and minimize the cost of purchase,
íncluding search costs and the price paid, subject to their rate of
impatience.
From the preceding descríption of buyers` behavior, it ia clear
that at any period t~ 1, the meaaure of buyers in the market may
exceed y if at preceding perioda buyera choose to delay their
purchase. Accordingly we let yt z y be the total measure of consumera
per firm at the outset of period t.
Let Ft(.) denote the (possibly degenerate) diatribution of pricea
at period t. In equílibrium each buyer ín the market is aeaumed to-5-
know the sequence of future price dístributions, but is unaware of the
price charged by any specifíc firm. In order to buy from a firm, a
buyer must first solicit a price quotation from that firm. Any number
of price quotatlons may be solicited at the beginning of period t at a
constant cost of c~ 0 per price.Z All prices demanded at the onset
of period t are simultaneously received at the end of that period. We
denote by nt the number of prices demanded at t.
We assume that firms are not committed to any price offer for more
than one períod. Thus, although consumers might have perfect recall,
previously observed príces are rendered obsolete by the fact that the
fírms may have already changed their prlces. This asaumptlon implies
that if a consumer buys the product at period t she may choose only
from the set of firms sampled at that period. In deciding on the aize
of the sample at period t and in making their purchasing choíce,
consumers take into account the possibility of continuing aearch in the
next period and, in particular, the changes that may occur in the price
distríbution over tíme.
In this section we assume that the horizon ia finite, T 1 1. Thia
assumption is relaxed in section 5. At any perlod t, let qt denote
the probability that a randomly selected consumer obaervea n prices
and let pt be the reservatíon price associated with that period auch
~
ZIt is assumed thet buyers obtain positive utility from paying p } c
for the product. See B-J (1983).-6-
that a unit is purchased only i f its price does not exceed pt. The
existence of such a reservation price will be demonstrated in what
follows.
Each firm optimally chooses i ts price, taking the price
distribution at that period and the search beavior of buyers summarized
by pt and the sequence Gq~n~ as given. In equilibrium,
individually optimal behavior of flrms must be consistent with the price
distribution to whích it responds. Thís requires that all prices in the
support of the distribution earn equal profits and that no price outside
the distribution be associated wíth greater profit. More formally
Definition 1: Given the time horizon T, we define
GFt( )' et' pt'
Gqt ~n-0' pt~t-1 as a dynemic search equillbrlua if:
(i) For every period t given (yt, Gq~~, pt) the profit of a firm
is xt z 0 if it asks a ptice in the support of Ft(.) and is leea
than or equal to xt if ita price lies outside the support.
(ii) For every period t, (Gq~~, pt) repreaents the optimal search
behavíor of consumers given the current and the future aequance of price
distríbutions.
The following definitions characterize specific typee of dynemic
search equilibria:
Definition 2: A stationary equílibrius is a dynamic search equillbrium
in which Ft (P) - Ft (P) for every tl, t2 5 T.
1 2Definition 3: A cyclic equilibrium is a non-atationary dynamic search
equilibrium for which there is an integer z, such that for every
t 5 T- z, Ft(p) - Fttz(p)"
At every peziod, consumers choose the number of price quotations
they wish to sample. We do not restrict thia number to be greater than
zero. That ís, at any period t, consumers might in principle abatain
from samplíng altogether. In this case they cannot buy the product at
that period.
Definition 4: We say that active desiand ís positive at period t if a
positive measure of buyers samples at least one price.
Note that in our model zero active demand is not due to a lack of
potentíal consumers sínce a new cohort enters at each period. Rather,
zero active demand characterizes a period at which all consumers,
although impatient, choose not to sample and, as a consequence, not to
buy. To be part of an equilibrium, this decíaion must, of course, be
consistent with their aim of obtaining the product at the lowest
poasible discounted cost.
Definition 5: A dynamic aearch equilibrium is charactarized by
endogenous booma if there are periods at which active demand is zero and
other periods at whlch active demand ia greater than y.-8-
Obviously there is a relationship between the frequency of price
cycles and the slze of the booms. This relatíonship is clearly
illustrated by simulation ln sectlon 4.
The model of B-J ís identícal Co the above except that there is
only one períod. Their results for the one-period model are important
for our analysís and are briefly summarized es follows. There are 1, 2,
or 3 market equilibría with nonsequential search; one monopoly príce
equilibrium and zero, one or two dispersed price equilibria. Further,
gíven p~, there exists a c~ ~ 0 such that c G c~ implíes there are
two dispersed príce equilibria, c- ce implies there ie one diapersed
price equilibrium and c~ c~ implies there are no dispersed price
equilibria.
In any dispersed price equilibrium, a proportion 1~ q~ 0 of
buyers observe only one price while the proportion 1-q obaerve two
prices.3 At the equilibrium, q is deternined aa the eolution of the
equatíon:
(1) VíP~~q) - P~I q ln ~?~1 --g-] - c
2(1-q)Z q 1 - q
3If all consumera observe only one price then all firma will charge the
monopolistic price pe. On the other hand, Sf all consumera obaerve
more than one príce, all firms charge the Bertrand price.where V ~ (p ,q) is the expected difference between the price paid by a
consumer who observes two pzices and a consumer who observea only one.
Equation ( 1) states that in equilibríum this expected difference is
equal to the cost of obtainíng an additional price quotation.
~ rr t
V(p ,q) attaíns a uníque maximum at aome q, 0 c q ~ 1, ia
strlctly íncreasing (decreasíng) if q~ 7 q~ 0(1f q~ ~ q G 1) and
V(p~,q) ~ 0 as q~ 0 or q~ 1. c~ setisfies:
~ ~ ~
V(P ,q ) - c .
t
The exogenous parameters p and c determine q which, in turn,
determines the equilibrium price distribution F~(p):
0 if p5e
(2)
1 - [~P1[2(Lq- q)~,
,t




p - P q~(2 - q)
While in the nonsequential case, discusaed by B-J, the reservation
t
price is p, the exogenously determined monopoly price, this need noc-10-
be the case in the multiperiod problem. Since, as will be shown in due
course, the reservation price changes over tima, we let V(p, q) be
~
defined similarily to V(p ,q) but for che reservation price p. Note
that equation (1) ímplies that changing p induces a parallel shíft of
~
the function V( ). Thus, while q ís not affected by changea of p,
[he critícal value c(p) which solves the equal profita condltiona
~
V(p, q)- c(p) depends on the consumers' reaervation príce p. As
~
long as p is sufficiently high that V(p, q) t c there exists a
~
price dispersíon equilibrium. However, once V(p, q) G c the only
equilibrium is the monopoly price equilibrium. In the following aection
we derive the equilibriwn propertles of the multi-period problem.
3. Finite Time Dynaaic Search
Foz any T peziod dynamic search problem, one can identify a
Diamond-type equilíbrium in which at every period all firma charge the
monopolistíc price p~ and consumera search only once. Thís is,
however, not the only equilibrium that exists. We wish to characterize
the other equilibria which are associated with non-trívial price paths.
For every T, the time path of pricea is obtained by firat deriving
the equilibrium at T and then proceeding by backward inductlon.
First, observe that, by (2), the price distribution at the last
period is índependent of yT, the measure of buyera in the market.4
4It is required that this measure be poaitive but this is ensured by the
fact that yT z y.-11-
,r
Thus, irrespective of previous events, FT(.) - F(.) provlded that the
condition necessary for the existence of price disperaion obtains, i.e.,
V(p~, q~) z c. When the reverse inequality holds, the only equilibrium
is the monopoly pzice p~ at every period. Givan the reaervation price
pT - p~ and c ~ c~ there are two dífferent dispersed price
equílibria, each one of which is characterized by a different qT. Our
analyais will not be based on a apecific choice between these two
equilibria.
For a specific price diapersion equilibrium at period T let F.,r be
the expected overall cost of purchasing the product at period T. Thia
cost consists of the average price plus the cost of eampling one firn:
~
rP p~ p~ - P) qT
(4) ET - c t J
pdFT(P) - c t f Pdll - ( p
)(2(1-qT)))
P P
where qT solves V(p~, qT) -c and p is given by (3).
t
From the equilibrium condition V(p ,qT) -c it is clear that a
consumer vho samples twlce has the same expected overall purchasing
cost. Thus ET is well defined.
The following Lemma is used extensively in the subsequent analyais.
Lamoa 1: ET ~ p~.
Proof: See Appendíx 1.-12-
Lzmma 1 states that if there ís a pzice dispersion equilibrium at
perlod T then the average prlce !n the market, plus the coat of
obtaining one price quotatíon is below the reaervation prlce.
Consider period T-1. A consumer in the market at thla period buys
at the lowest prlce observed as long as thia price doea not exceed 6ET,
the discounted expected cost of purchasing at the following period. If
the lowest pzice observed exceeda this price, consumers prefer to defez
consumption. Note that although the consumer ís not certain to get ET,
the assumption of risk neutrality impliea that ahe conaidera only the
expected price.
Since consumers will not buy at a price above éET at period T-1,
it is obvious that no firms will charge more than this price at that
period. Thus at períod T-1 the new resarvation price is:
t
(S) PT-1 - minlP . ëETI.
Observe that if, at period T-1, there is a non-degenerate price
distributíon FT-1(.), firm i's profits are:
(6) xT-1(P1) - NT-1P1IqT-1 t 2(1-9T-1)(1-FT-1(Pi))~.
As in B-J the equilibrium price distributíon FT-1(-) ia derlved
from the equal proflt condition:
eT-1(pi) ~ T-1(pj)~ for every pi
and p' in the support of FT 1(.). Thue, from (6), yT 1 plays no-13-
role in the derivation of FT 1( ) and ín analyzing period T-1 may
be ignored.
When 6 is sufficiently large such that óET z p~, then by (5) the
reservation price at T-1 is p~, and thus FT-1(-) - F~(-).
Propoaition 1: For á close enough to one, no stationary dispersed
price equilibrium exísts.
Proof: The equilibrium distribution at period T ia FT - F~ and is
derived for the reservation price p~. Lemma 1 guaranteea that ET ~
p~. Thus, for a 6 close enough to one, óET ~ p~. Using (5) implles
that pT 1~ p~, i.e., the reservation price at T-1 is below p~.
Since the derivation of FT 1(-) is analogous to that of F~(-) with
~
pT-1 replacing p it is clear that FT 1( ) ís different from FT.
O
Note that at period T-1 a príce dispersion equilibrium exlsts
t
only if V(pT 1, q)? c.
Let At - Et - c be the average price at t. Analogous argumenta
to those of lemma 1 establish that if there is a price diapereed
equilibrium at period T-1, then
ET-1 ~ pT-1'
Thus, for d cloae
enough to one, ET 1 ~ ET and AT 1~ A.r. That is, the average price
at T-1 is less than the averege price at T.
The posaibility of zero active demand adds an additional complexity
to our analysis. Consumers will decide not to sample at perlod t if the-14-
expected purchasing cost at períod t exceeds the discounted expected
purchasíng cost at some later period (not necessarily ttl). Of courae,
zero actíve demand can be íntroduced in a trivial and artificial way if,
at some períods, all firms "happen to" charge more than the reservatlon
price.5 If this occurs, consumers will obviously defer their seazch to
later períods. Thís is not the type of effect we are after. 1Jhat we
are interested in is the existence of periods in whích, although it is
expected that firms will offer prices below (or equal to) the
reservation price pt íf solicited, consumers nevertheless prefer to
defer search to later periods. To see how thís can occur in our model,
observe that the reservation price defines the most the consumer 1s
willing to pay once the search cost has been incurred. Prior to
incurring this cost, however, consumera compare the current expected
coat of purchase, including the expected price and c, with diacounted
future purchasing costs. Thus a price which is acceptable once the
search cost has been paid need not be before it has been paid. In what
follows we demonstrate the existence of equilibria featuring zero active
demand of this type.
Proposltion 2: Consider two conaecutive periods, t, t t 1 5 T auch
that active deuand ia posítive in each. If 6 is close enough to
SNote that even in a Diamond-type equilibriun one can define such zero
e
active demand equillbria, if all fírms charge uore than p.-15-
one,the fact that príces are dispersed at t t 1 ímplies that they are
dispersed at t as well. Moreover, the average prlce at t t 1
exceeds that at t.
Proof: Suppose that all firms charge the same price at t. A buyer who
has already paid for a price offer is willing to pay at moat pt -
óEttl' Thus p ís the only possible equílibrium príce at t. The
t
expected cost of buying at t is therefore c t
6Ett1 ~
6Et}1, the
discounted cost of buying at ttl. Thus active demand at t must be
zero. This contradiction establishes the firat part of the proposition.
Since active demand is posítive in each period, the maximum price
at t is áEt}1. An analogous argument to that in I.emma 1 then
establlshes that Et G áEt}1. Thus, for a ë close enough to one, Et
~ Ettl
which implíes that At G At}1. This completea the proof.
a
Propoaition 3: For 6 sufficiently close to one, if at a period t
each firm's price ís pt G p~, then at t-1 either prices are
disperaed and At-1 t pt or active demand is zero.
Proof: Suppose to the contrary that all firms charge the same prlca at
t-1, say pt 1. By an already familiar argument, pt-1 - 6(pt t c).
Since Pt-1 ~ pt' an analogous argument to that used in the proof of
Proposition 2 establiahea that active demand at t-1 is zero lf 6 is
suffíciently cloae to one. This completea the proof. 0-16-
Propositio~~ 4: When chr time horizon T is sufficiently Large and the
discount fictor suffíciently small there exiscs t' t T such that at
each t ~ t' prices are non-degenerately dispersed and active demand is
positive wiiile at t' actíve demand ís zero.
Proof: Suppose the proposition is incorrect. By Proposition 2, ít must
then be the case that prices are díspersed at each 1 5 t t T no matter
how large T is. By already familiar reasoning
Pt t pttl' t-
1,2,...,T whera p~ is both the reservation price and the maximum
price as~igned positive density at t. For a given c let us defíne p
in the following way.
(7) p~ Inftp e R} ~ there is a 0 5 q 5 1 for which V(p,q) - c)
For every p t p and 0 5 q 5 1 we obtain V(p,q) t c. Thus, if
at period t the reservation príce is pt t p there ís no price
dispersed equilibriwn, while for p? p there ís at least one.
t
We claim that if T is laL'ge enough there must be t' t T such
that pt, t p. This claim will complete the proof since for such t'
only a single price equilibrium can exist and by using proposítion 2 it
is evident that at period t' there is no active demand.
If for every T there ís no t' auch that pt,t p then let us
define a sequence ( pr)r-1
svch that pT is the reservation price vhen
there are r periods remaining until the end of the game.b Cleazly,
óNote that since the way we construct the search equilibrium ia by
startíng from the last period and proceeding backward, the above
sequence is properly ~efined.-17-
Pr ~ prfl and as pr ~ p for every r there must be p z p such chat
the sequence ~pr~T-1 converges to p. Let E(p) be the expected
purchasing cost in a dispersed price equilibrium when the consumera'
reservation price is p. E(p) is defined símilarly to eq.(4) when we
,r ~
replace p by p. E(p) is a continuous function for p 1 p. Now
observe the sequence
(Prtl - pr~r-1'
Since prtl - áE(pr) we have
that
prtl - pr - óE(pr) - pr converges to áE(p) - p as r y m.
Since p~ p and using lemma 1 there is an c t 0 such that 6E(p) - p
t c. Now, by analogy to proposition 1 we can conclude that for a ó
close enough to one, lim
(prtl - pr) t c t 0 which impliea a
r~
contradiction, p
Proposition 4 shovs that any non-trivial equilíbrium includes
perioda at which tctive demand ia zero, provided that the horizon is
sufficlently long and ë is aufficiently close to one.
Using the preceding propositions we can use backward inductíon to
construct equilibria which exhibit cyclical patterns. Our conatructíon




At period T tt~e reservetion príce pT - p, the equilibrium pzice
t
distribution ia FT(.) - F(.), and the expected purchasing coet ia ET
defined formally by equation (4).
Now define the following saquence:
For every t-1 t T-18-
pt (P -P) q





p is de.fíned by (7)
qt ís defined by V(pt, qt) - c.
Let
(9) t- max~t c T~pt ~ pl.
íf pt z p.
if Pt ~ P
Proposition 4 guarant~ea that for T large enough such t exiata.
For T~ t z ctl we have pt ~ p. Thus we can construct a price
distributdon Ft(.) analogously to the constructíon of F~( ) with
ze lacin, ~ pt p e p. It is lmmediately verifiable that the sequence
Ft(.) of price distributions and the sequences pt and qt constitute
an equilibríum for the search problem that starta at period ttl and
ends at T. This equilibríum is charecterízed by increasing average
prices and, as propositíon 3 indícatea, actíve deuand ía positíve at
each of these periods. Once period t ia reached the reservation príce
pt ís suffíciently low such that no dispersed price equilibrlun exiats,-19-
~
i.e., V(p , q) ~ c. Thus there is a unique price equilibrium ín vhich
C
all firms charge the price p- 6(A t c) and by propoaition 3
t ttl
active demand at this períod is zero.
At period t-1 the consumers' reservation price is 6p . If flrms
t
ask prices above this, consumers are better off not buying and waiting
for two perioda untíl period ttl in which their expected purchaaing
cost is, by construction, p 6-1.
ZRt
t
(10) t- max(t ~ t ~ b(t-t)p ~ p).
t
For every t ~ t ~ t the consumers' reservation price ia pt -
b(t-t)p and since it is below p the only equilibrium that can exist
t
at this period ís a single príce equílibrium in whích all firma charge
the reservation price. During the periods between ttl untíl t there
is zero actíve demand and prlcea are declining.
The construction of the equilibrium price pattern prior to t
replicates the preceding derivatíon.
Usíng the above construction and the exemplee we provlde !n the
next section we conclude the following:-20-
Proposition 5: (i) Cyclical dynamíc search equilibria with endogenous
booms do exist; (11) for 6 sufficiently close to one, the only
equilibria are the Diamond-type equilibrium and cyclical equilibria.
Each cycle in the construction consista of two phases. During the
first phase active demand is positive, prices are non-degenerately
dispersed and the average price is íncreasing. During the aecond
phase, active demand is zero, prices are declining, and buyers
"accumulate". Thus the equillbrium describes both price cycles and
active demand cycles. Proposition 4 enaures that these cycles are not
an artifact of some particular equilibriun but must occur in any
non-trivial equilibrium.
4, Sisulation of Cycles and Boosa
In the following simulations we have generated a search equilibrium
with a very simple cyclical price and demand pattern. It is important
to note, however, that we do not suggest that all equilibria exhiblt
similar patterns. Consider a dynamic aearch model in which the
t
consumezs' reservation price is p- 10, the sampling cost ís c- 1
and there is a common diacount factor d- 1.2. Given theao paraaetera
we can calculate the equilibrium time path and the active dadands. This
information is summarized in Table 1 and in Figure 1. The cycles are of
length 5 and a boom occurs at every fifth period, i.e., all sales are










Thís is no[, however, a uníque equilibrium. Given the same parameters
one can generate an equilíbríum that has a cycle length of 3 periods and
a boom occurs every third períod. This boom is weaker than the boom in
the previous equilibríum. This equilibríum is illustrated in fígure 2.
Table 1
T- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
-----.-----'...---..--'------------'----'-'--'---------------------------------"--
A~ 9.01 7.51 6.26 5.22 3.34 9.01 7.51 6.26 5.22 3.34 9.01 7.51 6.26
Pt
9t
9.01 7.51 6.26 5.22 10.00 9.01 7.51 6.26 5.22 10.00 9.01 7.51 6.26
.26 - - - - .26
v~ v 2v 3v 4v 5Y Y 2v 3v 4v 5v Y 2v 3Y
ADC 0 0 0 0 Sy 0 0 0 0 Sy 0 0 0
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table 2
T- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13




9.10 7.58 10.00 9.10 7.58 10.00 9.10 7.58 10.00 9.10 ).58 10.00 9.10
- - .48 - - .48 - - .48 - - .48 -
Y 2Y 3Y Y 2M 3Y Y 2l~ 3M l~ 2M 3Y M












An Exasiple of a A Stationary Equilibrius
Let us now change the parameters and assuue that c- 0.3. In this
case there is a stationsry dispersed price equilibrium:
At - 8.34; q-.90, e- 8.206 pt - 10.-24-
It ís important to note that this stationary equilibrium is for the
discount factor 1.2. Once the discount factor falls below 1.07 we will
once sgain have a cyclical equilibrium.
5. Dynamíc Sesrch with an Infinite Norizon
The analysís of the previous section was carried out under the
assumptíon that the horizon is finíte. In this sectíon ve argue that
the essential characteristics of that analysis are not a consequence of
that assumption but are an inherent feature of dynamíc seazch
equilibrium. Accordingly the following proposition extenda our main
results to the infinlte horizon case.
Propoaitíon 6: Consider a dynamic aearch problem with infinite horizon.
For b sufficíently close to one, a stationary price diaperaed
equilíbríum does not exist.
Proof: Suppose the contrary and let F(-) denote the stationary
equilibrium price distribution. It is easy to check that the argumenta
of B-J apply to the effect that F(.) must be absolutely continuoua
~
with connected support, say [e, p 5 p j(slnce there is no terminal
~
period, p may be less than p). From the analyais of B-J we know
that prices are díspersed at any date t only if a proportion 1-q ~ 0
of buyers sample two prices at that period, incurring a aearch coat of
2c.-25-
Consider the following sequential search rul~: sample once at t
and sample aga:n at ttl if and only if the outcome of the first sample
exceeds some p' ~ p. It is obvious that for every c~ 0 there exists
p' ~ e such t;,a: the expected cost of purchase from following thís rule
ís less than the cost associated with sampling twice Defore obtaíning
any price quotatLons. Therefore a sufficiently patient indívidual wlll
never s~mple twíce ín the same perlod, contradíctíng the existence of a
stationary price equilibrium. O
Note how the preceding proof depends on the assumption that the
horizon is ínfinite so that to any period t there corresponds a
followíng period ín whích a second sample may be drawn, contingent upon
the outcome at t. When the horizon is finíte, thís argument, of
course, f:~iis at the ]ast period and i t ís necessary to resort to the
more complex arguments presented earlier. It ís also instructive to
note t:iat the argument in the above proof only applies to a stationary
price distributior.. For example, i f prices are dispersed according to
,r ~
F(-) ac t and concentrated at p ín future periods, the sequential
procedure does not dominate the fixed sample procedure. Indeed,
cyclical equílibria of the type derived in the previous section exist
for the infinite horizon case as well. One may immediately verify, for
example, that in the case of en infinite horizon, an infinite repetítion
of the cycles described ín tables 1 and 2 descríbe dynamic search
equílíbria fcr the relevant parameters.-26-
Concludir~g Remarks
Search ~r:eory has been used successfully to explain the persistence
of price dispersion. In this paper we have used an explicitly dynamic
searcli modei to account Yor cycllcal patterns of príces and demand.
From the vantage point of firms. the dynamics of the model refer to the
absence of commítment to previously announced prices; new príces may be
posted at any tíme. From the poínt of view of consumers, the dyna.::-.:s
of the model expresses ítself in two ways. First, buyers are able to
defer consumption to future periods. Second, there is a lag between the
time a príce is solicited and the time ít is received. If buyers are
impatíent to consume, this lag may induce a demend for the simultaneous
solicitation of more than one price. Interestingly, our analysis shows
that even when thís exogenous impatience tends to vanish, i. e., as á y
1, an endogenous cause for impatience emerges: future pricea may be
less favorable than those presently available. Thus even buyers who are
very pa[ient símultaneously solicit several prices even if the hozizon
ís infinite.
Perhaps the most striking feature of these results ís that ít has
been unnecessary to appeal to exogenous factors such as shocks or
heterogeneíty of agents to obtain them. This contrasta with other
microeconomic models of price cycles, e.g., Conliak, Gertner and Sobel
(1984), Sobel (1984) and Sheshlnski and Weisa (1977, 1983). Certainly
one can expect that the inclusíon of shocks and differences among agentswould only tend to reínforce our results. Indeed one may conceive of
our work as an exploration into the minimum requirements for the
generatíon of cyclical effects. It is our hope that models of this
typewill prove useful in improvng our understanding of the mícro
foundations of business cycles.-2g-
APPENDIX 1: PROOF OF OF LF244A 1




ET - p~ - J (1 - ( ~ P~~) 2( -~ ~]dp t c.
P
Solving Che above integral yields that
(A.2) E,1, - p - 2(~9)(p~ -~) } 2( ~1q ln plé~ t c.
Using (3) let us substitute ~- p~q~(2-q)
(A.3) E,1, - 2(~p~ ln(2 q) t c.
c - V(q) implies that
(A.4) c - p~( q ln(~) - -~J.
2(1-q)2 q 1-q
Substituting (A.4) into (A.3) yields
(A.S) E- - p,~ q(2-q2 ln (~) - p~ ~.
T 2(1-9) q 9-29-
Therefore ET - p~ ~ 0 ~-~
(A.6) p~ 2(i~ ln (2Q~) t P~l q Z ln(Z 2g) - q) - p~ ~ 0
2(1-q)
whích for 0 G q ~ 1 reduces [o
(A.7) ln 2-g ~ 2(1-q)
q q(2 - q)
l.e[ j(q) - Z( -~~ and j(q) - ln (~).
q(2-q) q
Observe that j(1) - j(1) - 0.
Differentiate j(.) and ~(.):






For 0 ~ q c 1, j(-) and j(.) are oonotonic decreasing. Also
observe that, since q(2-q) ~ 1 for 0 c q~ 1, the absolute value of
j'(.)'s numerator exceeda the absolute value of j'(-)'s nunerator vhile
j'(.)'s denominator exceeds j'(~)'s denouina[or. Therefore ~j'(q)~ 1
~j'(q)~ for 0 c q c 1. It follows that j(q) ~6(q) for o t q~ 1.-30-
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